
Welcome! As you join….

How would you define learning acceleration? What is the 

connection between acceleration and equity?

Draw on your learning from last year’s community of practice 

as well as your own experiences as an instructional leader.

✓ Adjust your name to include first name, last name, and school with division indicated (ES, MS, 

HS) – ex. Nimisha Thakore (Maywood MS)

✓ Make sure your video is ON and mic is OFF

✓ Share your response to the following questions in the chat:
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Now Recording!
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Framing for our path forward

• Provide a professional learning community that is focused on content learning 
and collaborative problem solving through structured discussions

• Build on work already taking place and integrate our statewide focus of renewal 
and acceleration into our CSI work

• Plan for future improvement work and share input on future support for CSI 
schools 
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About TNTP
NT

Who: Talent What: Content How: Instruction

Is there a robust, diverse 

pipeline of high-quality 

teachers and leaders?

Are they teaching content 

that sufficiently challenges 

and engages students?

Are they being efficiently 

trained to inspire students 

to reach new heights?

Sustainability
Is the community invested in the systems and policies that will scale great teaching 

to every classroom, and ensure it continues over the long term?

A national nonprofit 

founded by teachers, 

TNTP helps schools 

put all the elements 

of great teaching to 

work in their 

classrooms so that 

more students 

graduate ready for 

success in college, a 

career, and life.



Liz Melia

Partner

Nimisha Thakore

Director

Nadia Nibbs

Senior Manager

Senia Selman

Manager

Introductions



Laying the Foundation 
for Acceleration
CSI Cohort Session 1

November 16, 2021

YOU WILL NEED:

1. School improvement plan

2. Note-catcher (link in chat)

3. Workbook (link in chat)
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Today, we will…

internalize the impact of the four key resources on learning acceleration

reflect on the success and gaps of our plans to accelerate learning to date

draft a vision for advancing equity as a result of this year’s arc of learning
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Agenda

20 Opening

15 Learning Acceleration

20 Four Key Resources

5 BREAK

20 Reflection on Our Work

30 Vision for Advancing Equity

10 Closing
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Purpose of a community of practice

A community of practice (CoP) is a group of people who share a common concern, a set of 

problems, or an interest in a topic and who come together to fulfill both individual and group goals.

Domain

Community

CoP

Practice

Common area of interest, competence & 

commitment that guides our learning 

and gives meaning to our actions

Collective learning through joint 

activities, discussions, problem-

solving opportunities, information 

sharing and relationship-building

Build a shared repertoire of 

resources and ideas that we 

take back to our practices
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Purpose of this community of practice

Engage in a cycle of continuous improvement to learn about acceleration and its enabling 

systems/structures, evaluate gaps in our current practices, strategize collaboratively, and reflect

on the success of our strategies to plan for the 22-23 school year

NT



Nebraska’s framework for school renewal & acceleration
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How will we achieve our goals?

• internalize the critical role of grade-

appropriate assignments in 

advancing equity for all students

• analyze ELA and math assignments

• discuss how to manage change in 

mindsets & practices with compelling 

rationale and enabling structures

December

• collaboratively audit assignments 

from cohort schools for grade-level 

alignment

• analyze samples of student work from 

cohort schools to identify strengths 

and gaps in teaching and learning

January
• engage in a consultancy protocol to 

diagnose root causes

• review examples of strategies to 

increase students’ access to grade-

appropriate assignments 

• revisit improvement plans to set 

measurable goals and plan for 

progress monitoring and change 

management

February
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How will we achieve our goals?

• internalize the characteristics of 

strong, culturally responsive 

instruction 

• evaluate ELA and math instruction 

using TNTP’s observation tools

• discuss how to manage change in 

mindsets & practices with compelling 

rationale and enabling structures

March

• observe ELA or math lessons from 

cohort schools for strong, culturally 

responsive instruction

• debrief observations to identify trends 

or outliers in instruction and their 

impact on student outcomes

• review examples of strategies to 

increase access to strong instruction 

April
• engage in a consultancy protocol to 

diagnose root causes of gaps in strong 

instruction and brainstorm strategies

• revisit their improvement plan to set 

measurable goals and plan for 

progress monitoring and change 

management

• reflect on lessons learned from this 

process and their implications for 

SY22-23

May
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I am, but I am not

I am … but I am not …

a Texan a Dallas Cowboys fan

an introvert antisocial

a people-pleaser a pushover

Asian American your model minority
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Community agreements

Stay Engaged

Speak Your Truth

Expect and Accept Non-Closure

Step Up & Step Back

Possess Growth Mindset
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Agenda

20 Opening

15 Learning Acceleration

20 Four Key Resources

5 BREAK

20 Reflection on Our Work

30 Vision for Advancing Equity

10 Closing
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Catching students up

Think about students you have taught or known 

who were behind grade-level… What was the typical 

approach to get them caught up? 

Share in the chat.
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What is learning acceleration?

Remediation often focuses on drilling students on 

isolated skills that bear little resemblance to 

current curriculum. 

Activities connect to standards from years ago and aim 

to have students master content from years past.

Acceleration strategically prepares students for 

success in current grade-level content.

Acceleration readies students for new learning. Past 

concepts and skills are addressed, but always in the 

purposeful context of current learning.

Bottomline: Remediation anchors students and educators to content and concepts from prior grades while acceleration 

anchors students and educators to content and concepts from the student’s current grade. 

LM



Remediation instruction

Knowledge, standards, skills, and practice from the prior 

grade(s)

AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

A A A A B B B B C C C C

B B B B C C C C D D D D DA

Current remediation 

practices often 

reflect practices 

defined as Block or 

Mass Practice.
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Acceleration provides just-in-time supports when necessary.

AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

Strategically prioritized knowledge, standards, skills, or tasks from prior 

grade(s) are taught before grade-level content.

Knowledge, standards, skills, and practice from the prior 

grade(s)

A A A A B B B B C C C CA A A A

A
D D D D A C D D D C C D D D D

Acceleration aligns with the principles of 

Interleaving and Spaced practice. 
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New evidence for acceleration over remediation



We found compelling new evidence that school systems should make 
learning acceleration the foundation of their academic strategies.

1
Students who experienced learning acceleration struggled less and 

learned more than students who started at the same level but 

experienced remediation instead. 

2

Students of color and those from low-income backgrounds were 

more likely than their white, wealthier peers to experience 

remediation—even when they had already demonstrated success on 

grade-level content.

3 Learning acceleration was particularly effective for students of color 

and those from low-income families.
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Classes receiving learning acceleration had more success and made it 
farther in the grade-level curriculum.

LM



Students of color and students from low-income backgrounds were more 
likely than their white, wealthier peers to experience remediation.

LM



This was true even when those students had succeeded on grade-level 
content.

LM



Our analysis suggests students of color and those from low-income families 
benefit the most from a learning acceleration strategy.
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Right here, right now

Why does acceleration (rather than remediation) matter for 

students and teachers at YOUR school THIS year?

Reflect independently; share in the chat if you’d like!
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Agenda

20 Opening

15 Learning Acceleration

20 Four Key Resources

5 BREAK

20 Reflection on Our Work

30 Vision for Advancing Equity

10 Closing
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TNTP’s report, The Opportunity Myth, examines the quality of students’ 
academic experiences in school—and its effects on their long-term success

NT
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What this means for our work

What is the impact of access to grade-level assignments on 

student learning? On learning acceleration?

Share your responses in the chat.
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The opportunity myth wasn’t created by 

teachers, who are working hard and doing 

what they’ve been trained and told to do.

Most students—93% OF THOSE WE SURVEYED—

told us it’s important to their teachers that 

they learn a lot.

Teachers exist in schools, systems, and 

environments that can either set them and 

their students up for success—or not. 

NT



Please return by 11:05 am
NT



Agenda

20 Opening

15 Learning Acceleration

20 Four Key Resources

5 BREAK

20 Reflection on Our Work

30 Vision for Advancing Equity

10 Closing
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Reflection on our work to date

To what extent do the goals you set for your school accelerate learning for 

students? Do they target grade-level work and strong instruction?

Where have you seen successes? What existing systems or structures 

enable learning acceleration at your school?

Where do you see gaps? Where is there an opportunity to focus more 

intentionally on laying the foundation for acceleration?

Respond in tab 1. Reflections to Date of our CSI Cohort Workbook.

Consider your school improvement plan through the lens of learning acceleration:

LM

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hVF_Np_P3jtBqLzu0wX6rJLL8tCruf-yREcsBJHxTyM/edit?usp=sharing


Agenda

20 Opening

15 Learning Acceleration

20 Four Key Resources

5 BREAK

20 Reflection on Our Work

30 Vision for Advancing Equity

10 Closing
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Articulate a vision

Consider:

• What is the academic and cultural experience we expect all students to have in our school 

building?

• What change might we need to enact this year to accelerate learning?

• Why does this change need to occur? 

Example vision statement:

All students at our school, no matter their identity or background, experience 

rigorous, grade-level aligned instruction rooted in evidence-based academic 

practices. Our school provides students with the academic, social, and emotional 

supports all children need to excel in college, career, and life.
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Revise or draft new goals

Consider:

• Do my current improvement goals address 

any of the four key resources (specifically 

grade-level assignments and strong 

instruction) and accelerate learning, 

explicitly or implicitly? 

• If yes, is there an opportunity to adjust the 

language to be more explicit about our 

learning acceleration targets?

• Does my school’s data suggest we should 

focus on a specific grade level and/or 

content area?

• Are my goals strategic, measurable, 

ambitious but realistic, time-bound, 

inclusive, and equitable?

NT



Examples and non-examples

1. By May 2022, we will have implemented learning acceleration structures to meet the needs of 

our teachers and students.

2. By May 2022, 100% of teachers will be rated level 3 (proficient) or 4 (exemplary) on our 

observation form. 

3. By May 2022, 80% of middle and high school students will exceed their projected growth on 

MAP Reading.

1. By May 2022, at least 75% of ELA assignments our 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students experience 

are aligned to grade-level standards, and there are no gaps in access by classroom 

demographics (ex. racial groups, students with IEPs, ELs).

2. By May 2022, at least ___% of students meet standards of mastery on (assessment), and any 

historical gaps in mastery by student demographics are shrinking by ___%.

3. By May 2022, the percentage of students identified as “on track” or “college and career 

ready” on the 7th grade math NSCAS will increase from 20% to 30%, with proportionate 

growth for students with IEPs and English language learners.

NT



Articulate your vision for the student experience at your school.

Review your school improvement goals; revise them or draft new goals as 

needed to target learning acceleration.

Draft your vision & goals in tab 2. Vision & Goals of our CSI Cohort Workbook.

Confer with colleagues in a breakout room if needed!

Work time
NT

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hVF_Np_P3jtBqLzu0wX6rJLL8tCruf-yREcsBJHxTyM/edit?usp=sharing


Agenda

20 Opening

15 Learning Acceleration

20 Four Key Resources

5 BREAK

20 Reflection on Our Work

30 Vision for Advancing Equity

10 Closing
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Closing reflections

1. Reflect: What’s sticking with you as you leave today’s 

community of practice?

2. Commit to action: How will you apply this learning to 

your work as an instructional leader?

Share your responses in the chat.
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Prework for December: Review TNTP’s assignment review tools for ELA and 

math (estimated time: 20 minutes).

Before you leave: Please complete this session survey. We appreciate your 

feedback to help us continuously improve! 

LM

https://forms.gle/SLoVjfLrVQbdcXHv7

